Auto Body Repair Business Redefined in
Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES, Calif., Jan. 25, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The need for a
decent auto repair in Los Angeles is at high demand considering the number of
vehicle registrations within the last 5 years (29.7 million according to LA
Almanac). Anyone who has prior experience in getting a car repaired knows the
typical auto body shop atmosphere and how these shops operate. One would
notice that the majority of the shops are pretty much the same, unless they
run into Pristine Automotive Center Inc, an auto body repair shop of Silver
Lake in Los Angeles.
You automatically notice the difference upon entering into the cute, comfy
mini lobby area. Equipped with a mini fridge full of water, a TV and nice
chairs, the waiting area is there for customers to relax and connect to the
free internet while they wait for their cars to be serviced. This comfort is
indeed very pleasant but is nothing compared to the awesome staff and the
level of service that Pristine’s customers get to enjoy. All customers are
given a super star service at very reasonable price ranges. Honesty is big at
Pristine and is the basis of the business growth and continued customer
satisfaction.
The owner of this body
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shop, Aram Manoyan, is a very nice guy and a very
who is mainly concentrated around the service
industry. He mentioned that the main ingredient to the
the mentality that he instills in all his employees.

“If you have the right mindset, which in this business is simple: Serve your
clients with total honesty and give them the best service they will
experience and you will gain their trust and satisfaction. You cannot go
wrong,” Aram said. “There is too much of unfair business practices in Los
Angeles auto repair industry these days and people are aware and tired of
that. That is the true reason that our business model is recognized and
valued by our own clients. This is what actually brings us the most valuable
referrals.”
Aram has another auto body repair shop in Los Angeles, Calif. where he
provides an equal level of super star service. This location has actually
attracted several distinguished Hollywood celebrities who will not be
identified here due to privacy reasons.

Aram’s shops are not the typical body shop — piles of mess and nowhere to
sit-down — and the work they do is very high-end and by very respected bodymen and mechanics in the industry.
To top it all off, as evidence of the pristine service that Aram’s team
delivers, one can checkout Pristine’s 5-star Yelp reviews. So save time
shopping around for an auto repair estimate and head to Pristine Automotive
where auto repair is redefined to the highest level.
Learn more: http://www.pristineautobody.com/.
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